1. **Travel by bus and the Metropolitan Rapid Transit (M.R.T) to the Grand Formosa Regent Taipei (晶華酒店)**

You could take EVERGREEN BUS (長榮巴士) at CKS airport and travel to M.R.T. Shuanglian Station (捷運雙連站) in Taipei city, then take M.R.T. Tamshui line (red line, 捷運淡水線) to M.R.T. Zhongshan Station (捷運中山站). It takes a few minutes walk from M.R.T. Zhongshan Station (Exit 4) to the Grand Formosa Regent Taipei.

- Ticket Fare — NT $ 135 (single trip). For the trip from CKS airport to Taipei city purchase ticket at EVERGREEN BUS service counter at the bus station before boarding. For the returning trip from Taipei city to CKS airport you could either purchase ticket at bus stop (ticket box) in Taipei before boarding or pay the bus fare before getting off at CKS airport.
- Ticket fee from M.R.T. Shuanglian Station to Zhongshan station is NT. 20 dollars.

2. **Travel by bus and taxi to the Grand Formosa Regent Taipei**

You could take EVERGREEN BUS (長榮巴士) to M.R.T. Shuanglian Station (捷運雙連站) in Taipei city, after getting off the bus, take a taxi to the Grand Formosa Regent Taipei.

- Taxi fee is about NT 70 dollars.

3. **Take taxi from CKS airport directly to the Grand Formosa Regent Taipei**

- Taxi fee is about NT1400 dollars.

4. **Grand Formosa Regent Taipei provides airport pick up service**

Limousine (three seats are available) costs NT 2100 dollars NET per trip, Mini van (six seats are available) costs NT 2600 dollars NET per trip. Please contact hotel for pick up arrangement.